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The Los Angeles Rams won a spot in next month’s Super 
Bowl when they defeated the New Orleans Saints 26-23 in 
overtime in the National Football Conference (NFC) champi-
onship game on Sunday.

The Rams will play the winner of Sunday’s American Football 
Conference (AFC) title game between the Kansas City Chiefs 
and New England Patriots in the Super Bowl in Atlanta, Geor-
gia on Feb. 3.

The Rams have played in three previous Super Bowls, beating 
the Tennessee Titans 23-16 in Atlanta in 2000 when they were 
the St. Louis Rams. They last appeared in the title game in 
2002 when they lost to the New England Patriots 20-17.

CREDIT: Reporting by Gene Cherry in Raleigh, North Carolina; Editing by Peter Rutherford
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-football-nfl-superbowl/rams-headed-to-super-bowl-after-overtime-win-over-saints-idUSKCN1PE0XO

After two nail-biting conference title games that went into 
overtime, the teams for Super Bowl LIII are set. The New 
England Patriots will take on the Los Angeles Rams in this 
year's championship game on February 3.

In the AFC Championship, the New England Patriots survived 
a 37-31 shootout with Patrick Mahomes and the Kansas City 
Chiefs. The Patriots took an early lead and sent the Chiefs 
into the locker room down 14-0 at halftime. After the break, 
it was non-stop fireworks with both teams trading touch-
downs. There were four lead changes in the fourth quarter 
alone. 

In overtime, the Patriots won the coin toss, and Tom Brady 
proved to be far too efficient for the Chiefs' defense to han-
dle. He led the offense down to the goalline where running back Rex Burkhead won the game with a 2-yard 
touchdown. 

"We just made some huge third down plays and guys played their butts off," Brady said in a postgame inter-
view on CBS. "It took everything and like (coach Bill Belichick) said, they don't give these (trophies) away you 
gotta earn 'em."alking about this

CREDIT: Justin Carissimo   CBS
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/super-bowl-liii-teams-ne-patriots-la-rams-afc-nfc-championship-game-final-score-results-game-recaps-today/

Rams headed to Super Bowl after overtime win over Saints

New England Patriots will face Los Angeles Rams 
in Super Bowl LIII



The Chicago Fire Soccer Club announced today the details for its 2019 preseason schedule. With first-team 
players scheduled to report to the Club on Monday, Jan. 21, the Fire will open its 2019 preseason slate with a 
trip to Madrid, Spain, on Wednesday, Jan. 23 for a 15-day training camp overseas.

The Fire are currently scheduled to play two matches during its training camp in Spain. On Sunday, Feb. 3 the 
Men In Red will face La Liga AFE, commonly referred to as the Spanish footballers’ union, at La Cuidad del 
Futbol de Las Rozas – the official training facility for the Spanish National Team. Three days later, the Fire are 
scheduled to take on Segunda Division B side CF Fuenlabrada on Wednesday, Feb. 6 at Estadio Fernando Tor-
res.

Following the conclusion of the team’s overseas training camp, the Fire will return to Chicago on Thursday, 
Feb. 7. The team will train at SeatGeek Stadium on Sunday, Feb. 10 before departing to Charleston, S.C., on 
Monday, Feb. 11 to participate in the 2019 Carolina Challenge Cup.

The Fire will play three matches in the Carolina Challenge Cup, facing Columbus Crew SC (Feb. 16), 2019 MLS 
expansion side FC Cincinnati (Feb. 20) and USL Championship side and tournament host Charleston Battery 
(Feb. 23) at MUSC Health Stadium.

The four participating teams will play in a round-robin style tournament with doubleheaders on Feb. 16, 20 
and 23. Tickets for the Carolina Challenge Cup are currently on sale. Single-day tickets include both matches 
and start at $30. Series passes include six matches across all three days of the tournament and start at $65. 
Tickets are available at tickets.charlestonbattery.com or by calling 843-971-4625.

The Fire’s complete 2019 preseason schedule is listed as follows:

Chicago Fire Soccer Club to Open 2019 Preseason 
Schedule in Spain



Monday, Jan. 21 – Players report for training camp

Wednesday, Jan. 23 – Team departs for Madrid, Spain

Sunday, Feb. 3 – Chicago Fire vs. La Liga AFE at La Cuidad del Futbol de Las Rozas in Madrid, Spain

Wednesday, Feb. 6 – Chicago Fire vs. CF Fuenlabrada at Estadio Fernando Torres in Madrid, Spain

Thursday, Feb. 7 – Team returns to Chicago

Sunday, Feb. 10 – Training at SeatGeek Stadium

Monday, Feb. 11 – Team departs to Charleston, S.C.

Saturday, Feb. 16 – Chicago Fire vs. Columbus Crew SC at MUSC Health Stadium in Charleston, S.C. at 4 p.m. 
CT

Wednesday, Feb. 20 – Chicago Fire vs. FC Cincinnati at MUSC Health Stadium in Charleston, S.C. at 6:30 p.m. 
CT

Saturday, Feb. 23 – Chicago Fire vs. Charleston Battery at MUSC Health Stadium in Charleston, S.C. at 6:30 
p.m. CT

Sunday,  Feb. 24 – Team returns to Chicago

CREDIT: CHICAGO FIRE SOCCER CLUB
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The Bulls Saturday lost their 10th consecutive game, a 117-103 disappointment against the Miami Heat. The Bulls' 
record fell to 10-36, thus setting up something of a rare pressure game as the Bulls are in Cleveland Monday to play 
the only team in the league with a 
poorer record.
  Though that was hardly the worst 
of it for the Bulls.
  Because the frustration fever that 
has been infecting the Bulls pre-
sumed core young players, first 
Lauri Markkanen and then Zach 
LaVine, appears as if it is becoming 
epidemic with yet another sickly ef-
fort from point guard Kris Dunn.
  The Bulls got at least 20 points 
from three players, led by Zach 
LaVine with 22 points. Bobby Portis 
with 21 and Markkanen 20 points 
and a team high nine rebounds. 
Only Jabari Parker otherwise scored in double figures with 11 points in 17 minutes. Miami was led by Josh Richardson 
with 26 points and Dion Waiters with 21. Tyler Johnson and Dwayne Wade added 14 points each.
  Dunn finished with six points and five assists and shot three of 14. That makes Dunn 14 for 49 shooting in the last five 
games.
  "You could say it's multiple things if you want. At the end of the day, we just have to come together, buckle down and 
find a win somewhere."  - Kris Dunn
  "Definitely going through it," Dunn acknowledged. "It's part of the NBA. It's on me to find a way to get out of it. Offen-
sively, I feel like I'm getting to my spots; it's just not knocking down right now."
  Which happens in the NBA. It's more complicated than that.
  Dunn is going through a dreadful stretch in which he's led the team in negative plus/minus just about every game the 
last two weeks and again Saturday at minus -17. He's had extraordinary negative plus-minus ratings—which measure 
how the team fares when you are on the court—like minus-25 against the Lakers, minus-26 in Denver, minus-45 against 
Golden State, minus-9 against Utah, which also was larger than the deficit.
  It suggests a lack of defensive efficiency as well, and Dunn is the latest going through a deterioration after Markkanen 
slumped in January until playing more forceful the last two games with back to back games of at least 20 points. On the 
recent road trip, LaVine had 18 points combined in back to back games and is shooting 22 of 66 the last four games and 
averaging 15 points in that stretch.
  And now Dunn.
  "Something's obviously wrong," said LaVine. "We weren't losing (by) double digits earlier in the season. We might have 
been losing, (but) we didn't have a full roster (with injuries). We're a better team now and we're getting blown out. It 
doesn't make a lot of sense. We go out there and play hard. You can't fault effort. It's not like we're going to go out there 
‘Oh, we're going to lose today.'"
  But the losses are mounting, and it's maddening. If this season is less about wins and losses—or even a lot of consecu-
tive losses—as Bulls management has said, it is about the development and advancement of the presumed core play-
ers.
  The Bulls got bad news about that on their return from the Western Conference road trip when rookie center Wendell 
Carter Jr. learned his left thumb injury is more serious than initially believed. It's possible he will have surgery, which 
likely would force him to miss the rest of the season. Robin Lopez started for Carter Saturday after Bobby Portis did in 
the trip conclusion in Denver Thursday.
  The three vital players from the Jimmy Butler trade, Dunn, Markkanen and LaVine, have mostly been playing together 
for the last month, except for LaVine's five-game absence for a sprained ankle. But it's been a disjointed period with 
Markkanen seemingly finally escaping from his funk, LaVine playing unevenly after being at an All-Star level for almost 
two months and now Dunn crashing.
  "Obviously, he's (Dunn) struggling shooting the ball," said Bulls coach Jim Boylen. "His little float game, his mid range 
shot is not going in for him. He knows he can play better, he wants to play better. He takes ownership of his play. That's 

DEFENSIVE WOES CONTINUE AS BULLS 
FALL TO HEAT, 117-103



one thing I like about him. He's pretty real about it. We've got to keep supporting him, keep coaching him and helping 
him through it; that's what this is all about."
  It's a work with not enough progress these days after the Bulls had one of their better starts in weeks. Pushing the 
pace, throwing ahead again and, as a result, giving Markkanen more space for shots, the Bulls played a spirited and 
appealing first quarter despite trailing 31-30. They still lacked three-point shooting volume even if Lopez opened their 
scoring with a three.
  "I felt we were in control of the game maybe until the last three minutes of the second quarter," said Boylen. "I didn't 
think we managed the end of the quarters very well, including the end of the first half. Those things hurt you; they add 
up."
  Though Dunn's mid range speciality wasn't falling, he generally has made that shot with consistency this season. 
Perhaps the larger problem is the way he shrinks the court with his play. He tends to weave around a screen for a shot or 
then a drop off pass. But that style of play often doesn't spread the offense for enough three-point shooting.
  "I'm going to get my guys the ball," repeated Dunn in a familiar refrain. "But I have to be aggressive at the same time. I 
have to make people respect me. Early on (in the season), shots were falling. Just going through it right now."
  Portis came in to start the second quarter shooting, which is not unusual, but compared to lately he was making this 
time with nine points in about three minutes. That gave the Bulls a 42-36 lead and they pushed it to 47-38 with a Mark-
kanen three off a LaVine pass as LaVine led the Bulls in assists for the third straight game. Parker added a powerful 
rebound and slam dunk to retain the nine-point lead before Miami's 15-8 close to the half to pull within 57-55.
  "What we haven't been able to do is sustain our effort, our energy or our pace of play throughout the 48 minutes," 
lamented Boylen. "It might be the effort on defense that gets us for six minutes, it might be offensively we get stagnant 
a little bit, low energy for six minutes. And you add those 12 minutes together and we're just not good enough. Our 
margin for error is not good enough yet to overcome that. I thought we had maybe 28 minutes of really good basketball 
tonight. That's not enough."

Again, it was a third quarter drought that changed the character of the game for the Bulls.

Though the Bulls still led 68-66 midway through the third quarter, it became almost a matter of time before Miami be-
gan making its threes. The Heat, 22-22, was three of 15 on threes in the first half. But they added three more in the third 
quarter and then seven of eight in the fourth to make it yet another double digit Bulls deficit and little to play for in the 
fourth quarter.

"I thought our defense was poor in the fourth," said Boylen, though Miami shot 57 percent overall. "We call them skir-
mish moments, the battle inside the battle and the battle inside the war. We've got to win those moments. Whether 
it's an offensive rebound, a loose ball, maybe a transition play. Sometimes it's a missed assignment and they make 
two threes and then they get a little separation, a little confidence. I thought that happened tonight. I just think we are 
struggling with the physicality of the game defensively. We have new guys playing, we've got guys playing who have 
been out, missed assignments."
  Including Dunn lately, and not just with a shaky offense at the position many regard as the most vital in this NBA. Does 
Dunn have it? Can he find it? Is it there?
  Dunn has been expected to be the defensive head of the snake, as it were. But his aggression on defense also seems to 
have slipped. He often gets buried in screens, opting to play the lanes for steals instead of the physical and severe man 
defense that the team needs. Some of it is strategy as the Bulls often play switching schemes and, like against Denver, 
going under screens to repel inside scoring. Though Miami had a discouraging 58-40 lead in points in the paint. The Bulls 
had just 19 assists as they reverted to more standing around and a slower pace in the second half, 12 of their 14 fast 
break points coming in the first half.
  "Definitely frustrated to lose," said Dunn. "We just got to get that one, get that one win to be able to clear our heads 
and stop the madness. I think once we get a win we clear our heads and get the monkey off our backs.
  "You could say it's multiple things if you want," said Dunn. "At the end of the day, we just have to come together, buck-
le down and find a win somewhere. I feel like everything will handle itself from there. There are times we compete in the 
first half and we don't follow it up in the second half. That's on us. In the first half, we had great pace on the offensive 
end. Defensive end we were getting stops. In the second half, they came in with that spirit and more aggressiveness. 
They punched us in the mouth and we didn't respond."

There's still time, as it's frequently said with these Bulls, but not unlimited.

CREDIT: SAM SMITH  https://www.nba.com/bulls/gameday/defensive-woes-continue-bulls-fall-heat-117-103
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